
think integrated.



Inspired by nature:  
The perfect interaction of function, 

efficiency and resources – the basis for 
the creation of ideally simple structures

Machine technology meets architecture 
and building technology – based on the 
merger of these specialist disciplines 
GERICON offers modular planning and 
consultation services for projects of the 
industrialized construction. 
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„Only those who figure out the complexity of the construction cycle 
can control it — and provide simple solutions.“

To satisfy the huge demand for residential and commercial buildings fast and 
cost-efficiently and with a high level of quality, intelligent industrialized 
construction technology with precast concrete elements is the only way. 

However, industrialized building requires a different mindset to what cur-
rently dominates with traditional construction technology. It requires think-
ing in terms of complex construction cycles, clever detailed solutions under 
constantly varying circumstances. It is not nearly enough to simply build a 
factory for precast concrete elements on a greenfield site and get it started. 
Failure would be inevitable, as real-life examples show.

The demand for successful planning services is to anticipate the possible 
difficulties of the execution. Only integrated design and consulting starting 
with the evaluation of architectural concepts and the creation of feasibility 
studies for building system and precast plant and ending with the supervi-
sion of the construction work guarantees the un-questionable advantages of 
the industrialized construction.

GERICON offers these integrated design services within a network of compa-
nies, virtually from a single source. It is unique in the world. Independent, 
with over 40 years of German engineering experience and projects all over 
the world. 

The GERICON key to success: modular service components during the whole design and con-
struction cycle. Consistent inclusion of local partners, like HVAC specialists, and permanent 
consideration of the local situation. A complex system is turned into a clever one. Get to know 
the extraordinary GERICON principle. 

simply clever. cleverly simple.
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„Precast is a system.
Not a machine.“

integrated services. excellent results.

trouble-free. fault-tolerant. fast.

The application of precast concrete elements fundamentally changes the 
whole construction process. 

The engineering process of a building project can be divided into three 
stages. In the first stage, the preliminary design phase, the basics for the 
realization of the project are laid through the assessment of urban develop-
ment as well as architectural, technical and economical feasibility and 
alternative options. Proposed solutions are compared and evaluated as a 
basis for clients‘ decision. 

Within the second stage, the detail design phase, the selected solution is 
planned ready for regular implementation. Tender documents are prepared 
on request. The third stage, the construction phase, begins with the erection 
and the commissioning of the precast plant and ends with the completion of 
the buildings. These execution processes are supported and supervised, 
especially with regard to the compliance with planning requirements and 
documents.
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GERICON is your competent partner from the initial idea up to the realization of the build-

ing project. Thanks to our integrated approach, the advantages of the complex process 

of industrialized construction can be fully exploited. The implementation of the construc-

tion work is easier to manage, with significantly less stress for the client as well. An 

accurate detail design and a mostly automated production of the precast elements 

increase the fault-tolerance of the industrialized building method decisively – changes 

can be reacted to more efficiently. Above all, a significant amount of time can be saved.

Up to 5 times faster – a reallife example: 260 m2 

housing requires 0.9 days for assembly with precast 
concrete elements, while assembly with in-situ con-
crete requires 4.4 days. The time saving is tremendous!

For current projects, efficiency could be increased by 
factor 4 - 5 in comparison to in-situ concrete construc-
tions. Furthermore the production efficiency can be 
increased by up to 15 % and the savings potential can 
likewise amount to 15 % in comparison to existing 
precast plants built without external consulting – 
these are millions of Euros for only one large precast 
plant!
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Whenever a huge amount of buildings must 
be created cost-efficiently and in a very 
short space of time, the industrialized build-
ing system is the future of construction –  
if you keep the construction cycle under 
control.

the integrated gericon services – 
applicable to all kinds of real estate ...

Affordable housing

The high degree of standardization and the computer-
aided production of precast concrete elements make 
creating sophisticated, sustainable and simultaneously 
affordable housing possible which relies on sustainable 
urban design concepts.

Suburban housing

Suburbs can be developed quickly and efficiently, with 
individual or high-class houses and apartments, inte-
grated in an attractive and high quality urban design 
concept.
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Urban housing

High-quality, future-proof housing is built in limited 
space, in an extremely short period of time, and with the 
least possible disturbance to neighbors and tailor fitted 
solutions for urban plots.

Business buildings

Efficient construction techniques enable any kind of 
commercial buildings to be built quickly and economi-
cally: office and administration buildings, shopping cen-
ters, logistics buildings and warehouses, schools, hospi-
tals, etc. Everything is possible thanks to GERICON.

... and to all the processes

GERICON offers its integrated design and consulting services with regard to the industrialized 
construction of buildings. We provide you with modular service packages for each stage of the 
design and building process – starting with feasibility studies and architectural concepts and 
ending with advisory services during the execution of the construction works. The modular pack-
ages are transparently calculated and tailor made for the requirements of each customer world-
wide. Always with the state-of-the-art precast technology. Guaranteed.
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simply convincing: advantages of the industrialized  
construction using precast concrete elements

The consistent application of an integrated design process induces the transparency, the traceability and the 
reproducibility of the industrialized building method. The advantages of this intelligent system will become obvi-
ous in every phase of the construction cycle – and they are striking.
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Maximum cost-effectiveness
 _Fixed final price, fixed completion date: lower total costs
 _Short construction period: lower financing and building site costs
 _Fewer personnel: lower labor costs
 _Fewer interfaces: less supervision, fewer specialist companies, less coordination,  
   fewer faults
 _Accurately designed amount of reinforcement: lower steel consumption
 _Optimum use of material: lower material costs
 _No building maintenance for at least 50 to 80 years

Excellent quality
 _Excellent structure due to production being independent of weather conditions
 _Maximum precision of precast concrete elements due to CAD, permanently controlled production
 _High level of fire resistance
 _Outstanding sound insulation without additional costs
 _Excellent thermal properties: regulates temperature
 _Excellent protection against moisture

Impressive design
 _No limitations: architecture can be designed freely
 _More floor space due to narrow components
 _Smooth surfaces: no plastering
 _Free surface/facade design due to individual form work, finishing and colors

High-quality construction
 _Precise production due to automation: extremely low tolerances
 _High degree of prefabrication for installations as well (water, electricity, etc.): shorter assembly time
 _Comparable to in-situ concrete construction: easily understood and easy to manage for engineers
 _Earthquake-resistant

Simple assembly
 _Short assembly time: fewer disturbances to neighbors
 _Just-in-time production: less storage on the construction site
 _Fewer work stages: unskilled labor can also be deployed
 _Minimal form work and scaffolding costs: only temporary bracing of the precast concrete elements

Excellent eco friendliness
 _100% recyclable
 _Resource-saving: less energy, water, building materials, CO2 emissions
 _Less packaging material
 _Zero waste possible

„Many of the problems with  
conventional construction sites 
are decreased significantly:  
smaller material stores, less 
potential for material theft,  
fewer quality controls on the  
construction site, less depen-
dence on climatic conditions ...  
everything is just easier!“
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the gericon key to success: 

integrated services within the complete construction cycle

Sophisticated architectural concepts of the buildings will be tailored to the requirements of the 
precast technology by means of designing innovative building systems. The analysis of realistic 
logistic and assembly activities provides detailed information about the type and amount of the 
precast elements, that will be required at the construction site. And exactly that information is 
neccessary to design a precast plant regarding perfectly coordinated technical components with 
optimal utilization. All in all: A complex system is turned into a clever one. 
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1
the realization of a building project

starts with designing the details.

The customer’s requirements concerning the building project are the basis for feasibility studies provided by 
GERICON. These examinations essentially include the conceptual design of building’s architecture and building system 
as well as the design of precast plant and concepts for logistics and assembly. Alternative design solutions are shown 
and assessed on the basis of technical and economic criteria. The results are compiled in a project implementation 
study as a decision-making basis for the customer. Depending on type and scope of the already existing examinations 
the following services can be offered:

  _Urban planning and architectural design
  _Conceptual design of building system and supporting structure 
  _Conceptual design of façades
  _Analysis of thermal insulation, noise and fire protection 
  _Consideration of local climatic, geological and seismic conditions and resources
  _Design of precast plant (building, technical facilities, logistics etc.) 
  _Evaluation of alternate solutions
  _Conceptual planning of the assembly of the precast elements and the logistics at the construction site
  _Estimation of construction time
 _Identification of type and scope of precast elements
 _Design of suitable element connections

Project phase 1:  
Preliminary design, feasibility  

and implementation study,  
profitability calculation
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2
Based on the results of the implementation study and the final decision of the customer, the selected solution has to 
be developed up to the point of execution. GERICON prepares the necessary design and tender documents and sup-
ports the customer during the contract award process for the precast plant. To avoid substantial extra time and 
expenses in the execution stage, an integrated design process conflating the interests of building technology and 
machine technology is indispensible. Our major services regarding the above mentioned process are indicated as 
follows:

  _Urban design concept
 _Architectural design
 _Preparation of the implementation documents for the building system and the precast elements 
 _Detail design of the element connections 
 _Structural analysis 
 _Integration of HVAC planning 
 _Planning of construction site logistic and assembly of precast elements
 _Preparation of tender documents for the plant construction 
 _Support during the contract award process

Project phase 2:  
Detail design, preparation of  

construction
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3
gericon is your business partner 

– from designing to constructing the building.

To ensure the requirements concerning the efficiency and the quality of the element production and the erection of 
the buildings it is necessary to accompany und supervise these processes. GERICON is your experienced business 
partner also at the stage of construction. Our services during the execution of construction are indicated as follows: 

  _Training of the plant personnel including handbooks – e.g. for the assembly team
  _Supervision of the plant production during the start-up phase
  _Supervision of the construction works
  _Cost and time monitoring
 _Lessons learned sessions and workshops

Project phase 3:  
Advisory support during  

the execution of construction
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„The only solution for the
housing shortage worldwide.“

industrialized construction indicates the creation 
of economical and environmental friendly buildings.

_Time savings in production and construction: large amount of buildings in the shortest time possible
_Controlled production process: material and energy savings, reduction of CO2 emissions
_Increased and guaranteed product quality: sustainable construction
_Precise and cost-efficient production: independent of weather conditions
_Standardization of joints: reduction of assembly times
_Standardization of work: can also be carried out by untrained personnel
_Fast return on investment

GERICON makes you feel good – and 
certain: we think, design and con-
struct green. With an integrated 
building system engineering sus-
tainability.
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You will find reference projects to the range of GERICON services all over the world. You can 
benefit from this experience, and from the fact that we cooperate with our clients and local 
partners from the start
 
We ensure absolute transparency. Step by step, we show you how precast concrete building 
technology can be successfully introduced and used, in order to find the optimum solution under 
the particular local conditions.

We can do this because we are totally independent. In our experience, this is the best way to get 
the best results. Quicker, more efficient and more successful for both parties.

global experience. local execution.  

totally independent. absolutely efficient.

„Worldwide projects, 
millions of m2 of living space.“
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With GERICON, you can rely on the knowledge of over 300 engineers and architects, who deal with the requirement for 
efficient and sustainable construction on a daily basis. We do not only work with classical or industrialized building 
construction systems, we also design and verify in the business areas of urban planning, traffic, energy and environ-
ment all over the world. And we place this experience and expertise at your disposal in order to achieve an optimal 
project result. Because we think integrated. 

Do you have questions about the industrialized building system, the provision of infrastructure, or GERICON? Please 
contact us at any time.

Get additional information about GERICON’s integrated services at: www.gericon.eu

Jana Prilhofer
Prilhofer Consulting
Phone: +49 (0) 8654 6908-0  
E-mail: j.prilhofer@gericon.eu 

Dr.-Ing. Ingo Spohr
ZPP International
Phone: +49 (0) 234 9204-1206 
E-mail: i.spohr@gericon.eu 

Dipl.-Ing. (Architect) Marcel Schacht
reicher haase associierte
Phone: +49 (0) 241 463767-46 
E-mail: m.schacht@gericon.eu
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